S E R V I C E U P D AT E

CSX SERVICE UPDATE
CSX remains relentless in its commitment to deliver the high level of service customers expect. This update details the
company’s service improvement activity.
WINTER STORMS
The CSX network was recently
impacted by two recent winter
storms — Sparta and Thor. Winter
Storm Sparta swept across the
Midwest and East Coast at the
end of last week, leaving a mix of
snow, sleet and rain across most of
the network. Sparta caused minor
delays, which were ably handled by
our well-prepared teams in the field.
Shortly after Sparta passed, Winter
Storm Thor moved onto the CSX
network from the west. Thor was one
of the most disruptive winter storms to the CSX network thus far this season, delivering snow across almost every state
where CSX operates. Production in some locations was drastically reduced while CSX engineering teams moved in to
clear the snow to facilitate train operations.
Additionally, as Winter Storms Sparta and Thor moved across the network, CSX Divisions were forced to cope with
resource shortages as employees were unable to report for duty given the extreme weather. Taxi vendor services were
also halted on most Divisions, leaving managers to move CSX train and engine employees to and from trains.
Overall, conditions across the network have since improved. People are back to work, taxi services are up and running,
terminals are returning to full production, routes for CSX customers are clearing, and temperatures will be favorable as
the week progresses.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Mount Carbon, WV
As previously reported, following a CSX mainline derailment in Mount Carbon, WV on February 16, CSX worked with
customers, its peer railroads and state regulators to establish rerouting protocols for affected shipments. That rerouting
went into effect on February 17 and lasted until the track reopened on February 26, as CSX continued to meet its
customers’ needs while devoting significant resources to a safe and efficient response in West Virginia. During that
time, CSX also established a community outreach center to serve the needs of local citizens affected by the derailment,
providing hotel stays, food, access to medicines and pet care, fresh water delivery and other services.
Immediately following the derailment, CSX began working with state environmental agencies and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to implement a comprehensive air, water and soil monitoring and remediation
effort to limit the impact on the local environment. Monitoring reports have shown no impact to air quality, drinking
water or public safety.
The environmental cleanup effort continues, and CSX recently entered into an agreement with the U.S. EPA to continue
to implement remediation plans intended to restore the site to its pre-incident condition. CSX continues to work
cooperatively with public officials to address their needs.
Galena, IL
Following the BNSF derailment in Galena, Illinois on March 5, CSX and BSNF worked to utilize the new Smithboro
interchange to reroute displaced traffic planned for Chicago, in order to continue jointly serving customers’ needs. That
rerouting will remain in effect until the BNSF tracks through Galena re-open.
Northwest Ohio Expansion:
CSX has completed a $43 million
expansion of its intermodal
terminal in North Baltimore,
Ohio several years earlier
than originally planned. CSX’s
Northwest Ohio intermodal
terminal opened about four years
ago to improve connections
on freight moving between the
Midwest and East Coast on
CSX’s network. This expansion
provides more processing
capabilities that will allow CSX
to handle increased volume and
longer trains through the terminal.
As a direct result of these
improvements, customers will
experience shorter transit times.
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Intermodal and West Coast Port
Labor Disputes:
As previously reported, the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union
(ILWU) has been engaged in a
contentious labor dispute with the
Pacific Maritime Association. Although
a tentative agreement was reached on
February 20, the ILWU membership still
needs to ratify the pact. The lengthy
dispute has resulted in congestion
at the important Los Angeles/Long
Beach port on the West Coast as well
as a number of East Coast ports in the
Photo attributed to EA Logistics
CSX service territory as international
shippers divert traffic destined for California and the Pacific Northwest to the East Coast.
Clearing the backlog is expected to take several months. CSX anticipates international freight flows will return to normal
throughout 2015 and congestion at the East and West Coast ports will be reduced.
Intermodal and West Coast Port Labor Disputes:
As previously reported, the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) has been engaged in a contentious
labor dispute with the Pacific Maritime Association. Although a tentative agreement was reached on February 20, the
ILWU membership still needs to ratify the pact.
The lengthy dispute has resulted in congestion at the important Los Angeles/Long Beach port on the West Coast as
well as a number of East Coast ports in the CSX service territory as international shippers divert traffic destined for
California and the Pacific Northwest to the East Coast.
Clearing the backlog is expected to take several months. CSX anticipates international freight flows will return to normal
throughout 2015 and congestion at the East and West Coast ports will be reduced.

RECENT SERVICE PERFORMANCE
The fluidity of the CSX network remains stressed following two major winter storms last week that dumped over a foot
of snow on the Nashville, Louisville, Huntington and Baltimore Divisions. However, a warming trend across much of the
U.S. is expected to offer relief to the operating teams working on recovery efforts.
As the map below illustrates, in addition to the capital investments CSX is making in its infrastructure, the company
continues to invest in the railroad through ongoing maintenance programs. Although these programs can temporarily
impact train performance along specific segments of the network, they are integral to safe, efficient, and reliable
rail service to customers. The map also indicates locations where CSX has experienced line-of-road and terminal
congestion over the past two weeks.
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